Abstract: Analytical models usually assume an additive sex effect by treating it as a covariate to identify genetic associations with sex-influenced traits. Their underlying assumptions are violated by ignoring interactions of sex with genetic factors and heterogeneous genetic effects by sex. Methods to deal with the problems are compared and discussed in this article. Especially, heterogeneity of genetic variance by sex can be assessed employing a mixed model with genetic relationship matrix constructed from genome-wide nucleotide variant information. Estimating genetic architecture of each sex would help understand different prevalence, course, and severity of complex diseases between women and men in the era of personalized medicine.
INTRODUCTION
Sex is determined by genetic information in human. It extensively controls physical, psychological, and behavioral traits which are also influenced by genetic information. Sexrelated genetics may be categorized by how sex affects phenotypic traits, including sex itself as a trait (i.e., sex determination), sex-linked trait, sex-limited trait, and sex-influenced trait. Sex determination depends on the existence of Y chromosome, especially the sex-determining region Y gene on the chromosome [1] . Males with translocation of the gene can have chromosomes of XX. Females with mutation of the gene can have chromosomes of XY. Sex defined as a binary trait has been proven to be more complex as accumulating research reveals its genetics. Different molecular mechanisms operate in sexual development not only by the gene, but also by other autosomal genes that can control hormone balances [2] . Sex might be expressed in terms of an ordinal trait. Sex can be categorized as typical female, female with subtle variation, female with moderate variation, sex with XX and testicular disorder of sex development (DSD), sex with ovotesticular DSD, sex with XY and DSD, male with moderate variation, male with subtle variation, and typical male [3] .
Sex-linked traits are determined by genes located on the sex chromosomes. Sex-limited traits are determined by genes located on autosomes and express only in one sex. While these traits are responsible considerably for sexual dimorphism, sex-influenced traits do not show distinctive expression between women and men. Numerous analytical models *Address correspondence to this author at the Department of Bioinformatics and Life Science, Soongsil University, 369 Sangdo-ro, Dongjak-gu, Seoul 156-743, Republic of Korea; Tel/Fax: +82-2-820-0455, +82-2-824-4383; E-mail: clee@ssu.ac.kr have treated sex as an essential factor. However, dissection of genetic factors associated with sex has been limitedly explored to examine sex-influenced traits. This is because many of the traits are intricate that they can hardly be explained by a few genes or sex-specific genes (mitochondrial and sex-chromosomal genes). Also, few appropriate analytical methods have been employed to explain sex-influenced traits. Here, I would like to discuss assumption violations in identifying genetic factors for sex-influenced traits and propose appropriate methods to overcome problems.
GENETIC ANALYSIS OF SEX-INFLUENCED TRAITS
Most analytical models for sex-influenced traits assume an additive sex effect by treating it as a covariate in models or adjusting it preliminarily (Fig. 1A) . This leads to inference on genetic and environmental effects associated with the term "sex" in the lump [4] . Sex has been interchangeably used with gender contrary to their original meanings of biological and social characteristics of women and men, either of which has connotations of biology and sociology. Sex is more likely to possess biological connotations. Gender is more likely to possess social connotations. A problem is that the analytical models most likely ignore interactions of sex with genetic factors. 'Sex' considerably depends on hormones which control the whole body. Thus, genetic effects related to hormones are likely to interact with other genetic effects. Furthermore, different social environments by 'gender' interact with genetic effects. This is the reason why gene-by-sex interaction might be explained as gene-by-gene interaction and/or gene-by-environment interaction in analytical models. The gene-by-sex interaction has been shown in hypertension, schizophrenia, rheumatoid arthritis, and recombination rate [5, 6] . From an evolutionary point of view, the gene-by-sex interaction can be produced by sexspecific or sexually antagonistic selection [7] . Nevertheless, the gene-by-sex interaction has been ignored mostly even in studies designed to identify other gene-by-gene or gene-byenvironment interaction [8, 9] .
Most analytical models assume homogeneous variances by sex. Specifically, homogeneous residual variances are assumed for fixed models. Homogeneous genetic variances are additionally assumed for mixed models. These assumptions can be violated for sex-influenced traits. Sometimes variances are proportional to their means. In this case, heterogeneity can be controlled by using standardized values. However, the homogeneity problem cannot be overcome by this approach for many sex-influenced traits. For example, heritability (a portion of phenotypic variance explained by genetic effects) of men was larger than that of women for body mass index and triglyceride level [10] . This heterogeneous heritability must be attributed to difference in individual genetic effects between women and men. Furthermore, genetic correlation between women and men was far from one for all quantitative traits analyzed using single nucleotide variants selected by significance threshold of 0.01: 0.76 for body mass index, 0.80 for waist-to-hip ratio, 0.73 for pulse pressure, 0.78 for high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, 0.65 for triglyceride, 0.79 for low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and 0.73 for glucose level. Such heterogeneous genetic effects by sex are diluted by analytical models assuming their homogeneity. More seriously, this can produce false negative genetic associations when genetic effects exist only in one sex.
SOLUTION TO VIOLATED ASSUMPTIONS
The problem of ignoring gene-by-sex interaction can be solved by including interaction term in the analytical model ( Table 1B) . The problem of heterogeneous variance can be solved by introducing a scaling factor to dispersion parameters. More efficiently, both problems can be simultaneously solved by analyzing data by sex (Fig. 1B, Table 1A ). The data partitioned by sex might be analyzed separately. Genetic effects can then be assessed by sex. Heterogeneity of genetic variance by sex is assessed employing a Hendersonian mixed model with genetic relationship matrix ( Table 1C) . This matrix can be constructed by assessing genetic relationships among individuals using pedigree information or nucleotide variant information. Especially, polygenic relationship matrix can be constructed using a large number of single nucleotide polymorphisms in genome-wide association studies (GWAS) [11] [12] [13] . The mixed model methodology with polygenic covariance structure can control for population stratification which often produces spurious genetic associations in GWAS [14] . Simultaneous analysis of both sexes might be also feasible by bivariate mixed model analysis (Table 1D ) [15] . This model treats females as one trait and males as another trait. This enables us to estimate genetic correlation between females and males. A careful analytical model is needed to deal with polygenic effects of sex chromosomes. Polygenic effects of Y chromosome should be independently included in analytical model only for phenotypes of men because of its absence in women and thus absent genetic correlation between women and men. Polygenic effects of X chromosomes might be simultaneously assessed with E:   2  2  2  2  ,   2  2  2  2  2  2  ,  ,   2  2  2  2  ,   ( , ,  , autosomal polygenic effects or independently assessed, depending on the assumption about two alleles from homologous X chromosomes. This is due to the imbalance in dose between women and men. The sex-stratified bivariate mixed model can be extended to analyses for multiple traits [16] . For example, an analytical model for two diseases of schizophrenia and rheumatoid arthritis has been designed to treat schizophrenia-male, schizophrenia-female, rheumatoid arthritis-male, and rheumatoid arthritis-female as four different traits [6] .
A caution with the use of mixed model in estimating fixed and random effects should be attached on its underlying statistical property. Many researchers believe that the best linear unbiased estimation (BLUE) and best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) can be achieved respectively for fixed and random effects from mixed model analyses. The BLUE and BLUP are assumed to have known variance and covariance components of random effects and residuals.
However, variance and covariance components are not known for specific data in reality. Variance and covariance components should be estimated using the same data as used for BLUE and BLUP, typically employing restricted maximum likelihood (REML). That is, the REML estimates are utilized instead of known variance and covariance components. Strictly speaking, fixed and random effects are not estimated as BLUE and BLUP anymore. A Bayesian approach with Gibbs sampling as a Markov chain Monte Carlo could overcome the problem by estimating variance and covariance components and BLUE genetic effects simultaneously ( Table 1E ). The Bayesian approach results in exact distributions on parameters and reduced sensitivity to outliers [17] . These merits help draw better inference on genetic parameters which often involve high-degree complexity. Another issue is unrealistic assumption of homogeneous contributions to genetic variance, producing potential bias in genetic variance [18] . Heterogeneous effects can be introduced by a Bayesian method with priors on numbers of ma-jor SNPs [19] or by penalty based on functions of each SNP effect [20] . Such reasonable approaches should be incorporated in the analysis to identify more accurate sets of genetic variants by sex and their heterogeneous effect sizes. Genetic architecture of a complex trait can be constructed by sex and further extended by more stratified sex as shown in (Fig.  1C) . Furthermore, the analysis would provide sex-dependent genetic potential of each individual for specific complex phenotype. This implies that genetic value inherited from an individual to daughter is different from that inherited from the same individual to son.
CLOSING REMARKS
Criticism might be raised for reduced statistical power because sample size decreases in half from partitioning data by sex. Nevertheless, more accurate estimates may be obtained by scrutinizing genetic heterogeneity by sex. False positive and negative associations may be reduced accordingly. Furthermore, the burden of reduced power is dramatically improved as emerging technologies for sequencing DNA are in rapid progress. The cost has been substantially decreasing. It is time to move towards estimating genetic architecture of each sex to understand genetics of sex itself and complex traits related to sex. Genetic effects of each sex should also be estimated for transient traits such as RNA and protein levels. For example, identification of expression quantitative trait loci can be conducted by sex to show sexdependent gene regulation, which would help understand underlying biological mechanisms of sex-influenced traits.
Research efforts identifying sex-dependent genetic factors of diseases would provide insights on genetic dissection to explain different prevalence, course, and severity of complex diseases between women and men in the era of personalized medicine. This may make it possible to prescribe different health-seeking behavior between women and men. Ultimately, heterogeneous genetic architecture between women and men will contribute healthier life in the future through in-depth understanding of underlying determinants on their health inequalities.
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